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NON-ABELIAN CUT CONSTRUCTIONS AND

HYPERKÄHLER MODIFICATIONS

Abstract. We discuss a general framework for cutting constructions and reinterpret in this
setting the work on non-Abelian symplectic cuts by Weitsman. We then introduce two anal-
ogous non-Abelian modification constructions for hyperkähler manifolds: one modifies the
topology significantly, the other gives metric deformations. We highlight ways in which the
geometry of moment maps for non-Abelian hyperkähler actions differs from the Abelian case
and from the non-Abelian symplectic case.

1. Introduction

Cuts and modifications were introduced as constructions of symplectic or hyperkähler
manifolds from examples in the same dimension with circle ortorus symmetry [11, 4,
7]. These constructions start with a spaceM that has an action of an Abelian groupG
preserving the geometric structure and admitting a moment map. One then chooses a
spaceX with the same type of geometric structure and also with aG-action, such that
the moment reduction ofX is a point. The reduction ofM×X by the anti-diagonalG-
action then gives a new spacêM of the same dimension asM, inheriting a geometrical
structure of the same type as that onM together with aG-action from thediagonal
action onM×X. For symplectic manifoldŝM is referred to as thecut spaceof M. For
hyperkähler manifolds, where the construction has a somewhat different character, we
introduced the termmodificationin [7].

In Lerman’s original construction for symplectic manifolds with circle action
[11], one takesX = C = R2; in the caseG = Tn of [4] the spaceX is a toric variety
of real dimension 2n. Lerman’s construction removes part ofM and collapses circle
orbits on the resulting boundary to give a smooth symplecticmanifoldM̂. In the hy-
perkähler setting [7], we tookX =H = R4 whenG is a circle, and one may takeX to
be a hypertoric variety [3] of real dimension 4n whenG= Tn. Hyperkähler modifica-
tions by circles change the topology ofM whilst preserving completeness properties of
the Ricci-flat metric. The whole ofM plays a role, no part is removed. In favourable
situations the modification increases the second Betti number by one and in small di-
mensions the construction may be interpreted as adding a D6-brane.

It is natural to ask whether these constructions have analogues for non-Abelian
groupsG. In symplectic geometry, the case ofG= U(n) andX = HomC(Cn,Cn) was
analysed by Weitsman [15] and applied to geometric quantization. We shall provide a
simple approach to his construction in terms of the polar decomposition of matrices in
section 3.

The main concern of this paper is to discuss related constructions for hyper-
kähler manifolds with actions of non-Abelian groups, with aparticular focus on the
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caseG = U(n). A general theme of our approach is that the geometry of the cutting
or modification is controlled by the moment map geometry ofX. We are therefore led
to consider hyperkähler moment maps for non-Abelian actions. As we shall see, these
exhibit rather different behaviour from moment maps in the Abelian hyperkähler and
the (Abelian or non-Abelian) symplectic settings.

We describe two different constructions. In the first, section 4, we take

X = HomC(C
n,Cn)⊕HomC(C

n,Cn) =Hn2

and only consider actions ofU(n). However, there are applications toSU(n) mani-
folds. The construction has features of both the cut and of the modification: parts of
M are removed, the modified space contains a copy of the hyperkähler reduction of
the original space, and equivariant bundle structures are changed on open sets. A new
feature also occurs: some parts ofM are blown-up. One example of this construction is
provided by the deformed instanton spaces of Nakajima [13].The second construction,
section 5, is applicable for any compact Lie groupG and uses the hyperkähler structure
found onX = T∗GC [10, 5]. The latter construction preserves the topology butgives
deformations of the hyperkähler geometry. The paper startsby reviewing the known
cut and modification constructions.

2. The double fibration picture

Symplectic Abelian case. Suppose(M,ω) is a symplectic manifold, soω is a closed
non-degenerate two-form. If a groupG acts onM preservingω, then a moment map is
by definition an equivariant mapµ: M→ g∗ such thatd〈µ,A〉= ξAyω for eachA∈ g,
whereξA is the corresponding vector field onM, see e.g. [9]. Ifµ exists then the
G-action is said to be Hamiltonian.

SupposeX is a HamiltonianG-manifold with moment mapφ, thatG acts freely
on an open set ofX and that the reductionφ−1(ε)/G is (where non-empty) a point for
each regular valueε ∈ z∗, wherez is the centre ofg. If G is Abelian, we define the cut
M̂ to be

M̂ = (µ−φ)−1(ε)/G

whereG acts onM×X via the anti-diagonal action(m,x) 7→ (g ·m,g−1 · x) and(µ−
φ)(m,x) = µ(m)− φ(x). ThusM̂ is the symplectic reduction ofM×X by the anti-
diagonal action ofG. If smooth, the manifoldM̂ is now a symplecticG-manifold. In
general,M̂ will be a stratified symplectic space, cf. [14]. We will work in the smooth
category.

The precise way in whichM andM̂ are related can be understood in terms of
the moment map geometry of theG-action on the particular spaceX.

ForG= Tn, one takesX to be a toric variety of dimension 2n [4]. The moment
mapφ onX has image a convex polyhedron∆ in Rn. MoreoverTn acts transitively on
the fibres ofφ. In fact this map gives a trivialTn-fibration over the interior of∆. On
the boundary of∆, the fibres are tori of lower dimension as theTn-action is no longer
free: in particularφ is injective over vertices of∆.
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The cut manifoldM̂ fits into what we call a “double fibration picture”

M
π1←−−−− N

π2−−−−→ M̂

(though the left hand mapπ1 can have some special fibres), withN = {(m,x) : µ(m)−
φ(x) = ε} andπ2 the quotient map for the anti-diagonalTn action. We assume we have
chosenε so that theTn-action onN is free, soπ2 is aTn-fibration.

The mapπ1 is defined by(m,x) 7→m, so the fibre ofπ1 overmmay be identified
with the fibre ofφ overµ(m)− ε. Hence the image ofπ1 is justµ−1(∆+ ε). Moreover
on the interior of this setπ1 is a trivial Tn-fibration, while on the boundary the fibres
are lower-dimensional tori. SôM may be obtained by removing the complement of
µ−1(∆+ ε) and performing collapsing by the appropriate tori on the boundary.

In the particular case of Lerman’s original construction wehaveG = S1 and
X = C, so∆ is the non-negative halfline inR. Now φ is injective over the origin and
is a trivial circle fibration on the positive half-line. Then̂M is obtained by removing
µ−1(−∞,ε) and collapsing circle fibres onµ−1(ε).

Hyperkähler Abelian case. The hyperkähler case studied in [7] presents some new
features. The data of a hyperkähler manifoldM consists of a metricg and three
compatible complex structuresI , J, K with IJ = K = −JI such that the two-forms
ωI (·, ·) = g(I ·, ·), ωJ andωK are closed. This implies thatg is Ricci-flat and thatM is
symplectic in three ways. If the action ofG is tri-Hamiltonian, that is, ifG acts in a
Hamiltonian way with respect to each of the symplectic formsωI , ωJ, ωK , we consider
the hyperkähler moment mapµ: M→ g∗⊗R3 given byµ= (µI ,µJ,µK). WhenG acts
freelyµ−1(ε)/G is again a hyperkähler manifold of dimension 4dimG less thanM for
eachε ∈ z∗⊗R3.

For G Abelian, the hyperkähler modification is defined in an analogous way
to the symplectic cut: one takesX to be an appropriate hyperkähler manifold with
tri-HamiltonianG-action, moment mapφ : X→ g∗⊗R3, and puts

Mmod= (µ−φ)−1(ε)/G

for the anti-diagonalG-action onM×X. Now consider the double fibration picture

M
π1←−−−− N

π2−−−−→ Mmod.

For circle actions, we takeX = H = R4, and nowφ : X → R3 is φ(q) = qiq,
which is surjective, injective over the origin and a non-trivial circle fibration away
from the origin. (In fact, it is the Hopf map.) This gives thatthe mapπ1 is surjective,
is injective overµ−1(ε), and is a non-trivial circle fibration away fromµ−1(ε).

Hence we still collapse circle fibres on the setµ−1(ε) but do not now remove any
part ofM. The complementsM\µ−1(ε) andMmod\(µ−1(ε)/S1) are not diffeomorphic;
rather they have a common spaceN \ (µ−1(ε)×{0}) sitting above them as the total
space of non-trivial circle fibrations.
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Non-Abelian constructions. Let us now consider the case of non-AbelianG. As
the diagonal and anti-diagonal actions no longer commute, the above method will no
longer produce a space with aG-action. One circumvents this problem by instead
requiringX to have aG×G-action. We denote the left and right copies ofG by GL

andGR respectively.

One can then definêM (or Mmod) to be the moment reduction ofM×X by
G at levelε ∈ z∗ (respectivelyz∗⊗R3), whereG acts in the given way onM and by
GR on X. The action ofGL now induces aG-action onM̂. Again, we have a double
fibration picture

(1) M
π1←−−−− N

π2−−−−→ M̂,Mmod

where
N = {(m,x) : µ(m)+φ(x) = ε}

andφ is the moment map for theGR-action onX. As in the Abelian case, to analyse
this picture we must understand the fibres ofφ.

3. Symplectic cuts by unitary groups

Let us now study from the above point of view Weitsman’s construction of cuts for
symplectic manifolds withU(n) action [15]. We shall find that it may be understood in
terms of the geometry of the polar decomposition.

Weitsman takesX to be HomC(Cn,Cn) with aU(n)L×U(n)R-action

(U,V) : A 7→UAV−1.

The moment mapφ : X→ u(n) for theU(n)R-action is

A 7→ iA∗A

which of course is equivariant for theU(n)R-action and is invariant for theU(n)L-
action. The image ofφ is now justi∆(n), where∆(n) is the set of non-negative Hermi-
tian n×n matrices.

We can studyφ in terms of the polar decomposition ofA. Write A=UP, where
P is non-negative andU is unitary. NowP is uniquely determined byA, while U
is uniquely determined byA if A is invertible. Explicitly,P is the unique non-negative
square rootH1/2 of H =A∗A. So knowingiH = φ(A) determinesP but does not impose
any conditions onU . Moreover, the mapH 7→ H1/2 is a section forφ.

Thusφ mapsX ontoi∆(n) and is a trivialU(n)-fibration over its interiori∆(n)◦,
which is i times the set of positive Hermitian matrices. Over the boundary of i∆(n),
the fibre isU(n)/U(n− k), wherek is the number of positive eigenvalues ofH. In
particular,φ is injective over the zero matrix.

Let us see what this means in the double fibration picture (1).Now the image
of π1 is µ−1(−i∆(n) + ε), and overµ−1(−i∆(n)◦+ ε) the mapπ1 is a trivial U(n)-
fibration.
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So we can viewM̂ as being obtained by removing the complement of

µ−1(−i∆(n)+ ε)

and performing collapsing on the boundary. More precisely,if H hask positive eigen-
values we replaceµ−1(ε− iH ) by µ−1(ε− iH )/U(n− k). In particular,µ−1(ε) is re-
placed byµ−1(ε)/U(n). We thus recover the results of Weitsman.

4. A recipe for hyperkähler unitary modifications

Let us consider modifications of hyperkähler manifolds withU(n) action, forn > 1.
The most obvious choice ofX in the light of Weitsman’s symplectic construction is the
flat hyperkähler vector space

X =Hn2
= HomC(C

n,Cn)⊕HomC(C
n,Cn).

This has a hyperkähler action ofU(n)×U(n) (which we shall denote, as above, by
U(n)L×U(n)R) given as follows:

(U,V) : (A,B) 7→ (UAV−1,VBU−1).

Note that the locus whereU(n)R (or U(n)L) acts freely includes the open set whereA
or B is invertible.

DEFINITION 1. Let M be a hyperkähler manifold with tri-HamiltonianU(n)-
action and moment map µ. Thehyperkähler modificationMmod of M at levelε∈ z⊗R3

with respect to
X = HomC(Cn,Cn)⊕HomC(Cn,Cn)

is the hyperkähler quotient
(µ+φ)−1(ε)/U(n)

of M×X byU(n), whereU(n) acts on M by the given action and on X byU(n)R and
φ is the hyperkähler moment map for theU(n)R-action on X:

(2) φ(A,B) =
(

i
2(A

∗A−BB∗),BA
)
∈ u(n)⊕gl(n,C).

In the formula forφ : X→ u(n)⊗R3, we have chosen a splittingR3 = R+C
and usedu(n)⊗C= gl(n,C), soφ = (φR,φC). Note thatz= iR Id, soε is just a point
of R3.

The modificationMmod is hyperkähler with aU(n)-action induced by the ac-
tion of U(n)L on X. We will work in the smooth category, but in generalMmod will
decompose into a union of hyperkähler manifolds, cf. [6].

Starting with aU(n)-orbit U(n) ·m in M, we wish to understand the correspond-
ing subset in the modificationMmod. Let H be theU(n) stabiliser ofm. We use the
notation of the double fibration picture (1). The set(U(n) ·m)mod= π2π−1

1 (U(n) ·m)
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can be identified with the quotient ofφ−1(ε−µ(m)) by HR, whereHR is H acting as a
subgroup ofU(n)R. The newU(n)-orbits are theU(n)L-orbits in this quotient.

Therefore we need to analyse the fibresφ−1(R,S) of the mapφ. Note thatφ is
equivariant under theU(n)R action and invariant under theU(n)L action, as expected.

First, we study the linearisation. This is given by

dφ(A,B) : (a,b) 7→
(

i
2(a
∗A+A∗a−Bb∗−bB∗), Ba+bA

)
.

Let us now takeS (and henceA, B) to be invertible. TheU(n)R andU(n)L actions are
therefore free at(A,B).

A vector(a,b) in the kernel of the complex partdφC of dφ may now be written
as(hA,−Bh) for a uniqueh∈ gl(n,C). The real part ofdφ acts on this vector by

dφR(A,B) : (hA,−Bh) 7→ A∗(h+h∗)A+B(h+h∗)B∗.

We obtain

LEMMA 1. Suppose A and B are invertible. The kernel of dφ(A,B) is the set of
vectors(hA,−Bh) satisfying

L(h+h∗)L∗+(h+h∗) = 0

where L= B−1A∗. In particular, the Hermitian part of h has signature0.

Note that ifh is skew-Hermitian then(hA,−Bh) is always in kerdφ. This of
course is just the infinitesimal version of the statement that φ is invariant under the
action ofU(n)L. Suchh give ann2-dimensional subspace in kerdφ.

Now (A,B) is a critical point ofφ if and only if dimkerdφ(A,B) > n2. From
Lemma 1 above, this holds (withA,B invertible) if and only if the operatorL = L⊗
L acting onCn⊗ (Cn)∗ = HomC(Cn,Cn) has−1 as an eigenvalue with a Hermitian
eigenvector.

Now the eigenvalues ofL are just the products of eigenvalues ofL with those
of L (see [1]), so−1 is an eigenvalue ofL if and only if there is a complex num-
ber λ such thatλ and−1/λ are both eigenvalues ofL. The eigenvalues ofL then
includeλ and−1/λ, so−1 actually has multiplicity at least two as an eigenvalue ofL
on HomC(Cn,Cn). If v,w are eigenvectors ofL with eigenvaluesλ,−1/λ respectively,
we see thatv⊗w∗+ v∗⊗w is then a Hermitian eigenvector forL with eigenvalue−1.

THEOREM 1. A point(A,B) with A,B invertible is a critical point forφ if and
only if L= B−1A∗ has a pair of eigenvalues of the formλ,−1/λ.

The set of critical points forφ therefore has real codimension two in X= Hn2
.

The regular points form an open dense set in X.

Note that if(R,S) is a regular value thenφ−1(R,S) is ann2-dimensional mani-
fold with an action ofU(n)L.
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THEOREM 2. Let (R,S) be a regular value ofφ, where S is invertible. Then
U(n)L acts freely and locally transitively on the fibreφ−1(R,S).

In fact the quotient of the fibre byU(n)L is finite, sinceφ is a polynomial map
in the real and imaginary parts ofAi j ,Bi j .

THEOREM 3. There exist critical values(0,S) with S invertible for which the
fibreφ−1(0,S) has dimension strictly greater than n2.

Proof. Start by consideringn= 2 and takeS= L = diag(1,−1); a possible choice of
point in X giving such anL is (A,B) = (L, I). Now L = L⊗L has a non-trivial space
of Hermitian eigenvectors for eigenvalue−1; in fact such eigenvectors are the real
anti-diagonal matrices.

Let us consider the fibre ofφ over φ(L, I) = (0,L). It is convenient to write
(A,B) ∈ φ−1(0,L) asA=UT andB= T̃V, whereU , V are unitary andT, T̃ are lower
and upper triangular respectively with real positive entries on the diagonal.

The real equationφR(A,B) = 0 is A∗A= BB∗ which becomesT∗T = T̃T̃∗, and
it is easy to check this implies̃T = T∗.

The complex equationφC(A,B) = L, is now the conditionT∗VUT = L, i.e., the
requirement that(T∗)−1LT−1 be unitary. Each suchT gives a unique(A,B) up to the
action ofU(2)L. Writing

T =

(
a b
0 d

)
,

wherea,d ∈ (0,∞) andb∈ C, this is equivalent to the equations

d2(d2+ |b|2) = a4d4,

bd(a2−|b|2−d2) = 0,

d2|b|2+(a2−|b|2)2 = a4d4.

If b 6= 0 the second equation givesd2 = a2−|b|2 and the remaining equations are now
both equivalent toa2d2 = 1. So we have

a2 =
1
d2 , |b|2 =

1
d2 −d2, d ∈ (0,1).

We have a set of solutions parametrised by the punctured disc. If b= 0 thena= d = 1,
corresponding to the centre of the disc.

Thus the quotient by the freeU(2)L-action on the fibreφ−1(0,L) is diffeomor-
phic to the open disc inC.

For generaln, considerS= L⊕L′ with L′ an invertible(n−2)× (n−2) matrix.
The analysis above shows that the fibre is determined by the upper triangular matrices
Y = T−1 with positive entries on the diagonal such thatY∗SY is unitary and each such
matrix determines a uniqueU(n)L-orbit in the fibre. The result follows by taking direct
sums of solutions for then= 2 case with solutions forL′.
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We may also get fibres with positive-dimensional quotient byU(n)L if S is non-
invertible.

THEOREM 4. The quotientφ−1(0,0)/U(n)L may be identified with the set of
non-negative Hermitian matrices of rank at most n/2.

Proof. Write (A,B) ∈ φ−1(0,0) asA = UP,B = QV whereU,V are unitary andP,Q
are non-negative Hermitian matrices (that is, we are takingleft and right polar decom-
positions ofA andB). The real equationA∗A= BB∗ now saysP= Q, and the complex
equation becomes

PVUP= 0.

This holds precisely when ImP may be mapped by a unitaryW =VU transformation
into kerP, which is true if and only if rank(P)6 n/2.

Given P non-negative Hermitian of rank at mostn/2, it remains to show that
there is a uniqueU(n)L-orbit in φ−1(0,0) determined byP. For (A1,B1),(A2,B2) ∈
φ−1(0,0) with A1 = U1P,B1 = PV1 andA2 = U2P,B2 = PV2 for unitary matricesU1,
V1, U2, V2 we have thatW1 =V1U1 andW2 =V2U2 both represent transformations that
map ImP into kerP= (ImP)⊥.

Let X = ImP, Y =W−1
1 ImP andZ =W−1

2 ImP. ThenY,Z 6 X⊥ andW−1
2 W1

mapsY isometrically on toZ, so there is a unitary transformationw∈U(n) with w|X =
IdX and w|Y = W−1

2 W1|Y. Put u = U1w−1U−1
2 which is unitary. ThenB1 = PV1 =

PW1U
−1
1 = PW2wU−1

1 = B2u−1 anduA2 = U1w−1P = U1P = A1, giving (A1,B1) =
(u,1) · (A2,B2), as required.

The existence of fibres ofφ of dimension greater thann2, and more generally
fibres whose quotient byU(n)L is of positive dimension, is a phenomenon that does not
occur in the cutting/modification constructions for symplectic or hyperkähler manifolds
with torus actions, or even in the case of symplectic manifolds with U(n) actions.
Indeed, as noted earlier, in these cases the action of the group on the fibres is transitive.

This behaviour means that when we perform theU(n) hyperkähler modifica-
tion, certain loci inM are being blown up. In particular the setµ−1(ε), whereε is the
level at which we perform the modification, is not simply collapsed byU(n) in the
modification, asφ is not injective over the origin. As noted later in the section, the
corresponding region inMmod includesµ−1(ε)/U(n) but also includes other strata cor-
responding to nonzero elements ofφ−1(0,0). This contrasts with the Abelian case or
the symplecticU(n) case, whereφ is injective over the origin.

REMARK 1. Using the techniques of the proof of Theorem 4, one may check
thatφ−1(0,λ Id) for eachλ 6= 0 consists exactly of oneU(n)L-orbit.

REMARK 2. We saw above that the moment mapφ for the U(n)R action on
X can have critical points, and fibres of larger than expected dimension, even on the
locus where the action is free. Again, this is a new feature that appears for non-Abelian
hyperkähler actions.
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In the symplectic case, the kernel of the differential of a moment map is just
the symplectic orthogonal of the spaceG of Killing fields for the action. In the Kähler
setting, this is of course the metric orthogonal(IG )⊥ whereI denotes the complex
structure. Hence on the locus where the action is free the rank is maximal becauseG
has the maximal dimension dimG.

For hyperkähler moment maps, the kernel is now the intersection of the sym-
plectic orthogonals toG relative to the Kähler formsωI ,ωJ,ωK ; equivalently it is the
metric orthogonal

(IG + JG +KG )⊥.

If the action isAbelianthen the moment map is invariant under the group action and
henceG is contained in the above orthogonal complement. It followsthat IG ,JG and
KG are mutually orthogonal and the above sum is direct. Again, we see that on the
free locus the moment map has maximal rank. In the non-Abelian case this can fail,
leading to critical points on the free locus. Note that the value of the moment map at
such critical points is non-central.

In contrast to the Abelian case, the moment mapφ is not surjective. For later
use, we will prove a little more.

THEOREM 5. For eachε ∈ z⊗R3 there exist valuesε+ (R,S) with (R,S) ∈
su(n)+ sl(n,C) that are not in the image ofφ.

Proof. Rotating the choice of complex structures onX, we may assume thatε =
(0,λ Id) for some complex numberλ.

Consider(0,M) ∈ u(n)⊕gl(n,C), whereM = (mi j ) is any matrix that has:

(i) first column zero:mi1 = 0 for all i = 1, . . . ,n,
(ii) non-zero entries immediately above the diagonal:mi,i+1 6= 0, i = 1, . . . ,n−1,
(iii) all other entries above the diagonal zero:mi, j = 0 for j > i +1, and
(iv) the tracem22+ · · ·+mnn equalsnλ.

Note thatM has rankn−1.

If φ(A,B) = (0,M), the equations are

A∗A−BB∗ = 0, BA= M.

The first of these implies, using kerA= kerA∗A etc., thatA andB have equal rank. By
the second equation, this rank must ben−1. Write

B=




vT
1
...

vT
n


 , A=

(
w1 . . . wn

)

for column vectorsvi andw j . Now we have

BA=
(
vT

i w j
)
= M.
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Condition (ii) gives thatv1, . . . ,vn−1 andw2, . . . ,wn are non-zero. We claim that each
of these collections ofn−1 vectors is linearly independent. To see this, suppose 0=
a2w2+ · · ·+anwn. Then multiplying byvT

1 and using (iii), we get 0= a2vT
1 w2 and so

a2 = 0. Multiplying successively withvT
i , i = 2, . . . ,n−1 then showsa j = 0 for each

j, as required. A similar argument gives the linear independence ofv1, . . . ,vn−1.

Since rankA = n− 1, we have thatw1 is a linear combination of the vectors
w2, . . . ,wn. Multiplying this combination successively byvT

i , i = 1, . . . ,n− 1, and
using (i), we find this combination is zero. Thusw1 = 0 andA∗A has leading entry 0.
The corresponding entry inBB∗ is ‖v1‖2, which is non-zero. Thus there is no(A,B)
mapping to(0,M) underφ. TakingR= 0 andS=M−λ Id, we have by (iv)S∈ sl(n,C)
and the result follows.

Note that diagonal matrices of the formD= diag(0,d2, . . . ,dn) may be obtained
as the limit of the matricesM in the above proof. However the point(0,D) is in the
image ofφ, putting d1 = 0 and writingd j = eiθ j r2

j with r j > 0, we have(0,D) =

φ(UP,P) whereU = diag(eiθ j ) andP= diag(r j). Thus we have:

COROLLARY 1. The image ofφ is not open.

The above results are easiest to summarise when the action ofU(n) on M is
free. An example of such a hyperkähler manifold is the spaceT∗GL(n,C) discussed
in the final section of the paper.

THEOREM 6. Suppose M is a hyperkähler manifold with free tri-Hamiltonian
U(n)-action, n> 1, with moment map µ. Let Mmod be the hyperkähler modification
at levelε defined in Definition 1. Then Mmod is a smooth hyperkähler manifold with
tri-HamiltonianU(n)-action. Moreover, in Mmod

(i) the set µ−1([u(n)⊗R3]\ [ε− Imφ]) is removed from M,

(ii) there is an open setU ⊂ u(n)⊗R3 and a manifold of dimensiondimM + n2

that fibres over both µ−1(U ) and(µ−1(U ))mod; up to finite covers both of these
fibrations are principalU(n)-bundles,

(iii) Mmod contains a copy of the hyperkähler quotient of M at levelε,

(iv) there is a setZ ⊂ u(n)⊗R3 such that(µ−1(Z ))mod has larger dimension than
µ−1(Z ) and is “blown-up”.

Proof. The diagonal action ofU(n) on M×X is free, so reduction at a central valueε
gives a smooth hyperkähler quotient. The moment mapφL for U(n)L onX descends to
the quotient giving a moment map for the inducedU(n)-action; explicitly

φL(A,B) =
(1

2(B
∗B−AA∗, AB)

)
.

Part (i) is immediate: by Theorem 5 the set being removed can be nonempty.
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For (ii), the open setU is given by Theorem 2 and the comment immediately
following it.

The hyperkähler quotient ofM at levelε is µ−1(ε)/U(n) may be identified with
the quotient of points(m, p) ∈ M×X, with µ(m) = ε and p = 0 by the diagonalG-
action, so is a subset ofMmod. This gives part (iii).

The setZ in (iv) consists of those points where the fibre ofφ has dimension
greater thann2.

We note that the intertwining of the actions onM andX implies that theU(n)-
action onMmod can be effective. This is despite the fact that the diagonalU(1)-
subgroup ofU(n)L×U(n)R acts trivially onX.

EXAMPLE 1. Let us consider an example of our construction whenM is flat.
We takeM = HomC(Cn,Cn)⊕HomC(Cn,Cn), but this time withU(n) acting by con-
jugation. The moment mapµ= (µR,µC) is given by

µ: (B1,B2) 7→ ([B1,B
∗
1]+ [B2,B

∗
2], [B1,B2]).

The modificationMmod at levelε will now be the quotient of the space

{(B1,B2,A,B) : [B1,B
∗
1]+ [B2,B

∗
2]+A∗A−BB∗ = εR, [B1,B2]+BA= εC }

by the action

(B1,B2,A,B)∼ (gB1g−1,gB2g−1,Ag−1,gB), g∈ U(n).

This is just the deformed instanton spaceM ε(n,n) of Nakajima (see for example [13]).

REMARK 3. Consider taking the hyperkähler quotient ofX by the centralU(1),
which is the same for bothU(n)L andU(n)R. If we choose a non-zero central level then
we obtain the hyperkähler structure found by Calabi onY = T∗CP(m) in the special
casem= n2−1. This space inherits tri-holomorphic actions ofSU(n)L andSU(n)R,
so may be used to construct modifications of hyperkähler manifolds with SU(n) sym-
metry. We see all the features described above. In particular, Theorem 5 shows that
parts ofM are cut away in this process. TheSU(n)-modification is less flexible than
theU(n) case, since one can only reduce at the levelε = 0.

REMARK 4. As in the symplectic case [15], we may generalise the modification
construction by takingX to be hyperkähler with aH×G action. Now, performing our
construction will give a hyperkähler space with an action ofH rather thanG. For ex-
ample, we may takeH = U(r) andX = HomC(Cn,Cr)⊕HomC(Cr ,Cn). The moment
mapφ is as in equation (2), butA,B are nowr×n andn× r matrices respectively.

Applying this toM as in Example 1 gives the general Nakajima spaceM ε(r,n).

5. A gauge theory modification

In this section we describe another possible choice ofX. This is less involved topolog-
ically, but it does gives a metric deformation and it appliesto all compact symmetry
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groupsG.

Recall from [10] that ifG is compact then the cotangent bundleT∗GC of the
complexification ofG carries a complete hyperkähler structure preserved by an action
of G×G. Kronheimer proved this by identifying the cotangent bundle with the moduli
space of solutions to Nahm’s equations

dTi

dt
+[T0,Ti ] = [Tj ,Tk],

(i j k) a cyclic permutation of(123), where theTa are smooth maps from[0,1] to g.
The moduli space is formed by identifying any two such solutions which are equivalent
under the action of the restricted gauge group

G
0
0 = {g: [0,1] 7→G : g(0) = g(1) = Id}

by

T0 7→ gT0g−1−
dg
dt

g−1, Ti 7→ gTig
−1 (i = 1,2,3).

Denoting byG the group of gauge transformationsg: [0,1]→ G with no endpoint
restrictions, we have an action ofG/G0

0
∼= G×G on the moduli space preserving the

hyperkähler structure. Denote byGL ,GR respectively the copies ofG corresponding
to gauge transformations equal to the identity att = 1 (resp.,t = 0). We showed in [5]
thatGL andGR act freely.

It is useful to observe that a point in the moduli space may be gauged by a
unique transformationg∈GL to a configuration withT0 = 0. (We just solve the linear
equationdg/dt = gT0). Now (T1,T2,T3) satisfy the reduced Nahm’s equations

dTi

dt
= [Tj ,Tk], (i j k) a cyclic permutation of(123),

and solutions to these equations are determined by(T1(1),T2(1),T3(1)).

Given a hyperkählerG-manifoldM, we can form a modificationMmod by taking
X to beT∗GC with the aboveG×G action.

In [5] we proved that the moment mapψ for theGR action is given by evaluation
of (T1,T2,T3) att = 1. Note thatψ is GR-equivariant andGL-invariant. The image ofψ
is an open setUg in g∗⊗R3, consisting of the triples(X1,X2,X3) such that there exists
a solution to the Nahm equations smooth on[0,1] with Ti(1) = Xi , (i = 1,2,3). The
results of [5] show thatUg is star-shaped with respect to the origin. This is because the
Nahm equations are preserved under the affine reparametrisation Ti(t) 7→ aTi(at+1−
a), 0< a < 1, which scalesTi(1) by a while preserving the condition of smoothness
on [0,1]. MoreoverUg is a proper subset ofg∗⊗R3 if G is non-Abelian. This is because
we may find solutions to the Nahm equations that are smooth att = 1 but blow up at
some point in the interior of[0,1].

From above, givenψ(T0,T1,T2,T3) we know the solutions to the reduced Nahm
equations are gauge equivalent to(T0,T1,T2,T3), hence we know(Ti) up to the (free)
GL action. Soψ : X→Ug ⊂ g∗⊗R3 is aG-fibration, and this fibration is trivial (e.g.
becauseUg is star-shaped).
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We see that the modification ofM usingX = T∗GC may be viewed topologi-
cally as removing the complement ofµ−1(−Ug+ ε) from M. We do not perform any
collapsing because there are no special fibres ofψ. Note that the metric onMmod will
be complete as long asM is complete.

Note that ifG= S1 thenX is justT∗C∗, which can be identified withR3×S1

with the flat hyperkähler metric. AsG is now Abelian, constant gauge transformations
act trivially, so theG×G-action onX just collapses to aG-action which is rotation of
the S1 factor. We may form the modificationMmod in the same way as in [7]. Now
ψ is just projection of this trivialS1-bundle ontoR3, soMmod is diffeomorphic toM.
However the metric onMmod may be different from that onM. For example, ifM is
flat R4 thenMmod isR4 with the Taub-NUT metric. So we may viewMmod as a metric
deformation ofM (this is what Bielawski [2] calls a Taub-NUT deformation ofM). As
any compactG contains such circle subgroups we find

THEOREM 7. Let M be a hyperkähler manifold with tri-Hamiltonian G-action
and moment map µ, for some compact Lie group G. Then the modification of M via X=
T∗GC at a central levelε is diffeomorphic to µ−1(−Ug+ ε) but need not be isometric
to this subset of M. If M is complete, then this modification isalso complete.

REMARK 5. Some analogous results may be obtained in hypersymplectic ge-
ometry. Hypersymplectic cuts for circle actions were introduced in [8] and some results
in the hypersymplectic non-Abelian case have been found by T. Matsoukas in his 2010
Oxford D.Phil. thesis [12].
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